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WHOWE ARE

At Web Shield, our mission is to help
you protect yourself form bad actors
involved in illegal or non-compliant
activities. Our research tools provide
you with the information you need to
make informed decisions about pro‐
spective clients, and alert you when
existing ones behave dubiously.

Using our solutions, you keep your
business out of risky situations – and
save time and money in the process.

2010

2011

2014

2015

2017

2018

INCORPORATION

Web Shield Limited is
incorporated in London, UK.

MASTERCARD MMSP

Web Shield becomes a
Mastercard Merchant

Monitoring Service Provider.

MONITOR

Monitor builds on
InvestiGate’s principles

and makes your portfolio
viable for the future.

INVESTIGATE

A complete overhaul of previous
solutions, InvestiGate delivers

high-speed underwriting on an
unprecedented scope.

FIRST STEPS

We start developing our
first research and
monitoring tools.

ACADEMY

The first Web Shield
Academy is held in Munich,

Germany.
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COMPLY WITH CARD
SCHEME REGULATIONS

To safeguard the integrity of the
payment system, the major credit card
associations maintain a constantly
updated set of rules with which their
members have to comply, or incur
severe penalties.

Knowing these regulations and
organising your on-boarding,
underwriting and monitoring processes
accordingly, is essential.

GLOBAL BRAND
PROTECTION PROGRAM

Although Visa does not currently
offer a robust Safe Harbor program,
all of our solutions take GBPP
Standards into account in their risk
assessment methodology.

The payment ecosystem is under constant threat of abuse.
Rules and regulations help to keep it safe for merchants,
banks and consumers.

KNOWMORE ABOUT
YOUR MERCHANTS

InvestiGate and Monitor gather all risk
intelligence in one place and help you
evaluate it through dynamically
updated risk scores and indicators – so
you can take informed decisions about
your portfolio, no matter if you are
dealing with a card-not-present, face-
to-face, MOTO or micro merchant.

Our InvestiGate research engine
powers both solutions and springs into
action as soon as you enter the first
details. The more information you
provide, the more comprehensive and
informative the assessment.

RISK SUMMARY

See aggregated risk at a
glance with through
handy risk summaries.

ALERT DETAILS

Colour-coded indicators
lead the way to the most
relevant alerts.

Compliance is hard, but with InvestiGate and Monitor, it
becomes easier than ever before. Experience investigations
that set new standards.

High Risk (Regulated)Persistent Monitoring:

https://www.thatisanexample.com/review

Is Binarytrading Example a Scam? Beware! Read this Review Now
... (CYSEC) under licence number 123/456. The brokerage can be contacted under their Example phone
email support@binarytrading-example.com

There have been several complaints concerning Binarytrading Example.
...the website is https://www.binarytrading-example.com. Watch out!
https://www.thatisanexample.com/review

Customer Complaints for Traders

Binarytrading Example is regulated in Cyprus and incorporated in 2016. It had already started marketing
activities on its website at www.binarytrading-example.com.
https://www.thatisanexample.com/review

Binary Trading Service List

Result

BUSINESS RISK
ASSESSMENT AND

MITIGATION

Web Shield is an official Mastercard
Merchant Monitoring Service
Provider. Using our products and
services qualifies Mastercard
Principal members for BRAM and
Transaction Laundering Safe
Harbor. This means they can expect
mitigation in case of non-
compliance issues.
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THE WEB SHIELD
PRINCIPLES

InvestiGate and Monitor both operate under the same
methodological framework developed through years of first-
hand experience withmerchant underwriting andmonitoring.

Risk is hard to quantify, but it is even
harder to work with in a “raw” state. It is
hard to come to a decision when you
only have a list of risk factors before
you. What’s more: The length of this

list might not even be meaningful. A
merchant can have a long list of minor
risks attached to their business model,
which nonetheless can be easily mit‐
igated. Another entity might just just be
flagged with a single risk factor, which
weighs so heavy as to be potentially
catastrophic.

Risks have to be labelled to become
actionable intelligence. This is why we
employ a simple traffic lights system
and help your decision-making with
aggregated risk scores.

One thing we learned early on: Fin‐
ancial organisations can be very di‐
verse. Risk appetite and underwriting
guidelines might be constrained by
card association rules and local regu‐
lations, but they still vary significantly
from one financial institution to another
- and that doesn’t even begins to
cover the variety in risk and
compliance team structures.

Our solutions strive to do this fact
justice by providing a wide range of
customisation options for our clients
and not forcing all our features on
everyone. With Web Shield, there is al‐
ways a choice.

Risks are hard to pin down and make
sense of individually. To understand an
entity’s risk holistically, you have to
systematise risk indicators.

At Web Shield, the theoretical
framework for risk management has
always been a crucial part of our effort.
Until today, we are regularly releasing
books tackling the topics of under‐
writing and monitoring. With Web
Shield Academy, we are maintaining
an education platform for the industry.

Our solutions are currently working
with four broad risk categories: Con‐
tent, Reputation, Money Laundering
and Transaction Laundering risk.

MAKE IT UNDERSTANDABLE

MAKE IT CUSTOMISABLE

MAKE IT SYSTEMATIC

Content

Reputation

Money
Laundering

Overall
Merchant

Risk

High Risk (Regulated)Persistent Monitoring:

Transaction
Laundering
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Web crawling has always been the
most time-consuming and un‐
predictable part of automated under‐
writing processes – as you usually
don’t know beforehand how big a
website really is. InvestiGate utilises
sophisticated mirroring techniques to
give you near-instant results for
submitted URLs.

With InvestiGate, you can get to work
almost immediately and skip unne‐
cessarily long waiting times.

This means fast and comprehensive
underwriting, where nothing falls by
the wayside.

Sevenminutes is themaximumwaiting time before you can
review an InvestiGate case file.

The internet landscape is capricious.
Product portfolios are replaced and
website content changes in un‐
predictable ways, especially when it is
user-generated.

Persistent monitoring of merchant
websites is not a luxury, it is essential
for the long-term viability of your mer‐
chant portfolio.

Monitor is the result of years of exper‐
ience with merchant monitoring. It has
the same investigative capabilities as
InvestiGate, but optimised for adapt‐
able and risk-conscious ongoing
assessments.

...AND MODULAR
MONITORING

Monitor delivers effective surveillance, tailored to your needs.

7MIN
until review

26
RISK

Indicators

HIGH-SPEED
ON-BOARDING...
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With its various modules, InvestiGate makes on-boarding fast,
efficient and risk-conscious. Monitor takes over to ensure long-
term portfolio viability.

MAINTAIN A
PROFITABLE PORTFOLIO

eCommerce Mail Order/
Telephone Order

Face-to-Face

MERCHANT TYPE

ACCESS METHOD

Back End URL List Batch Upload API

InvestiGate
Automated Investigation

ON-BOARDING

CASE REVIEW & INVESTIGATION

DECISION PROCESS

MitigateAccept Decline

MONITORING

Standalone
Monitoring

InvestiGate
Monitoring

75-
100%

Low Risk

74-
50%

Moderate Risk

49-
0%

High Risk

Additional
Modules

InvestiGate
Full Investigation

Optional
Modules

Web Shield
Case Service

Internal
On-boarding

InvestiGate works with any merchant
type and offers a variety of access
methods: You can enter merchants
manually via our Back-End interface,
upload a whole URL list with our batch
template or use our API to connect In‐
vestiGate directly to your CRM.

Monitor shares this flexibility: Although
you have significantly more monitoring
categories available to you if you use
InvestiGate, the slightly toned down
Standalone Monitoring can be used to
complement your internal on-boarding
results directly.
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WHY REPUTATION
MATTERS

Reputationmight seem like an intangible good, but a bad
reputation can negatively affect your bottom line.

For a financial institution, trust is a
commodity that has to be earned and -
more importantly - maintained.

As an acquiring bank or payment pro‐
cessor, you are the gatekeeper of the
payment system. If you grant access to
bad actors, this will eventually come
back to bite you.

To safeguard your reputation, proper
due diligence is crucial. That is why In‐
vestiGate and Monitor have a whole
host of investigative capabilities
specialised in ferreting out dubious
business practices or outright fraud.

Standalone Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring More Options

BACKGROUND RESEARCH

Find out if there are customer
complaints or fraud warnings for your
merchant out there.

The research does not stop with the
entity name - it also takes addresses,
telephone numbers, billing descriptors
and more into account.

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU

For American consumers, the Better
Business Bureau is one of the first
places to go to when a merchant
behaves dubiously. Through our
solutions, you have direct access to
the BBB’s ratings.

BBB
InvestiGate Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic

BLACKLIST

Web Shield operates its own crowd-
sources warning list that is constantly
growing. If this isn’t enough: you can
also create your own blacklist.

VMAS & MATCH

Our solutions are connected to VMAS
and MATCH, the card associations’
watch lists. Please note that card
scheme registration and Principal
Membership are required.

InvestiGate Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic

Standalone Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring More Options

CORPORATE STRUCTURE

OpenCorporates is the worldwide
largest open database of companies. If
the entity in question is listed there, we
can give you access to dynamic
information about their management
and corporate structure.

InvestiGate Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic

LICENSE RENEWAL

You have to be extra careful when
dealing with tightly regulated
businesses that need a current license
to operate. With License Renewal, you
can check the merchant against all
available white lists and set reminders
for their license expiration date.

InvestiGate Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic
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PERFORM CONTENT
MONITORING

In the world of eCommerce, it has become even harder to
control what products and services amerchant offers.

Evaluating a merchant and their web‐
site on their own terms is one of the
most important things an underwriter
has to do.

Is all the policy information there? Are
the products and services in
compliance with local laws and card
scheme regulations? Is the address
named? What kind of business am I
dealing with here?

The credit card associations rules lay
out clear requirements for merchant
websites as well as their products and
services.

To make sure that a merchant
complies with these guidelines is your
responsibility. Our solutions help you
live up to the challenge.

CONTENT VIOLATIONS

Look for the most basic indicator of
trouble: products and services that are
either non-compliant with card
scheme regulations or down-right
illegal in certain jurisdictions.

WEBSITE COMPLIANCE

An online shop can only operate
legitimately when all necessary
information is on the website. Identify
where a merchant informs their users
and get notified for any significant
changes.

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring

Standalone Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring More Options

Standalone Monitoring

MERCHANT LOCATION

According to credit card scheme
regulations, the merchant location
always has to be clearly stated on the
website and correspond with the
acquirer’s licensed area of use. Identify
any discrepancies.

InvestiGate Monitoring

Standalone Monitoring

InvestiGate eLoc

BUSINESS CLASSIFICATION

Depending on the business type, other
risk factors are relevant. Our solutions
deliver guidance informed by credit
card scheme rules and offer the
possibility to automatically detect the
merchant category code as well as any
changes related to it.

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring

Standalone Monitoring

THIRD PARTIES

Almost every website features some
third party plugin. Most of them are
harmless, but some services need
explicit registration with the card
associations. Identify and report them.

SAFEBROWSING

Match the website in question against
known domains associated with
malware, phishing and other
cybercriminal red flags.

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring

Standalone Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring

Standalone Monitoring
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FIGHT TRANSACTION
LAUNDERING

Transaction Laundering is an ongoing problem in the
payments industry. We give you the tools to fight it.

Transaction Laundering – the injection
of illegal payments into seemingly
legitimate transactions – is one of the
most pressing current fraud issues.

What is more, it is extremely hard to
detect. One feasible way is to identify
websites connected to the merchant
that are unknown to the acquirer or
payment processor.

Our underwriters quickly found out
that this was not enough. To cover all
bases, our basic SiteReveal is sup‐
ported by additional modules with
specialised capabilities to give you a
comprehensive look at a merchant’s
transaction laundering risks.

SITEREVEAL

Counteract the most basic forms of
transaction laundering by identifying
undisclosed websites connected to
your merchant.

InvestiGate SiteReveal

InvestiGate Monitoring More Options

Standalone Monitoring

InvestiGate SiteReveal

InvestiGate Monitoring More Options

Standalone Monitoring

LOAD BALANCING

Combining SiteReveal’s insights with
other data points like support websites
or shared billing descriptors, our
solutions assess a merchant’s load
balancing probability.

VISITORS

One of the most basic indicators for
foul play is the number of visitors on a
website. A websites generates revenue
but has no visitors? With our user
traffic analysis, you catch any
discrepancies early.

MOBILE APPS

Mobile apps connected to an entity
can sometimes offer very different
services than a website proclaims. Our
solutions help you to identify if there
exists an app to review.

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring

Standalone Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring

Standalone Monitoring

AFFILIATE NETWORKS

Some affiliate marketing schemes use
less than legitimate methods to
mislead internet users, others can be
abused by a malicious merchant for
transaction laundering. It is therefore
important to know which networks
your clients are part of.

DECEPTIVE TRAFFIC

Good website traffic is one thing,
knowing where it is coming from is
another. Through a thorough traffic and
backlink analysis, we identify
deceptive marketing practices before
they can hurt you.

InvestiGate Deceptive Traffic

InvestiGate Monitoring

Standalone Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring

Standalone Monitoring
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PREVENT MONEY
LAUNDERING

Money laundering is one of the recurring problems plaguing
the financial industry. You need safeguards against it.

In a globalised world, business is
increasingly international. As a result, it
has become even more crucial to
know your customer. Wilful ignorance
is not an option if you are exposing
yourself to unnecessary risks with
politically exposed customers, or un‐
knowingly break laws by conducting
business with sanctioned individuals or
organisations.

Classical money laundering is alive
and well. Criminals are always coming
up with new and improved ways to
transform their ill-gotten gains into us‐
able money.

As an actor in the financial system, you
should always be aware of this threat
and have your countermeasures ready.

SANCTIONS & PEP LISTS

Be aware of any sanctioned individual
or politically exposed persons
connected to a merchant.

ADVERSE MEDIA

In many cases, indicators of
wrongdoing aren’t taken up by courts
or regulators immediately, but are first
uncovered by journalists. Leverage the
news with the Adverse Media module.

COUNTRY RISK

The intergovernmental Financial Action
Task Force maintains an updated list of
high-risk jurisdictions that are
considered prone to money laundering
and/or terrorist financing. Our
solutions work with this database to
warn you about risky merchants
locations.

PORTFOLIO CROSSCHECK

Sometimes your own portfolio can
deliver unexpected insights. Merchant
might be connected through
telephone numbers or management
personnel, which may uncover
important leads to corroborate other
evidence of wrongdoing.

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring More Options

Standalone Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring More Options

Standalone Monitoring

VIRTUAL ADDRESS

The use of virtual offices is common
practice in many high-risk industries.
With our ever-growing database of
addresses connected to incorporation
services, you get a good idea if your
merchant is part of this group.

InvestiGate Basic

InvestiGate Monitoring

InvestiGate Monitoring

InvestiGate AML

InvestiGate Monitoring

InvestiGate AML
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PROFIT FROM OUR
EXPERIENCE

Our solutions are built for your risk team – but that does not
mean they have to go at it alone. There is always the option to
tap into the expertise of our online investigators.

There is enormous growth potential in
today's global digital market. Scaling
your risk team can be a challenge
when there are sudden bumps in mer‐
chant on-boarding applications.

Entering new markets can also prove
perilous if your team is not familiar with
problematic business models or local
regulations.

In both cases, your team can count on
our support.

InvestiGate might give you everything
you need to efficiently underwrite a
merchant in one interface - but you
still have to put in the work.

If your team faces a tough case or is
temporarily overwhelmed, they can let
our underwriters take over.

Web Shield Case Service provides you
with a serviced, false positive free case
file in no more than a day, complete
with helpful comments from our ex‐
perienced online investigators.

CASE SERVICE

Although we strive to perfect it, auto‐
mated web crawling will always de‐
liver its fair share of false positives
when it comes to alerts. Depending on
the number of websites in your port‐
folio and the familiarity of your team
with the newest regulations, this might
slow down your underwriting.

Let us take care of this problem.

FALSE POSITIVE CLEARING

• False positive clearing of content
violations,

• False positive clearing of
member area content violations
(if applicable),

• Background research review,

• License verification review (if
applicable),

• Website compliance review
(including reaching the payment
page, if possible),

• If activated, additional website
review (Level 1 – 3),

• Virtual address review,

• Identification and addition of
merchant details,

• Manual MCC verification.

• False positive clearing of content
violations.InvestiGate Monitoring

Standalone Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic
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InvestiGate and Monitor both have additional exclusive
features that can be used to enhance your investigations.

SUPERCHARGE YOUR
INVESTIGATIONS

Corporate documents usually hold the
basic information on addresses,
officials, share capital and ownership. In
regular on-boarding processes, these
are provided by the merchant and
have to be reviewed by your staff.

With document service, we are re‐
trieving documents and company
extracts directly from online company
registers to give you an unbiased,
third-party perspective.

DOCSERVICE

InvestiGate DocService

At its core, regulatory monitoring is a
elaborately built and maintained
database of legal opinions that en‐
capsulates the legal framework of all
relevant jurisdictions concerning
cryptocurrencies.

From this, you not only get a
comprehensive snapshot of the laws
regarding cardholders and merchants

on the ground, you are also able to
demonstrate the legal viability of a
merchant's business model.

With this, you fulfil all current card
scheme requirements for on-boarding
cryptocurrency merchants.

REGULATORY MONITORING

At Web Shield, complex investigations
are our daily bread and butter. Our un‐
derwriters investigate a plethora of
dubious websites and merchants every
day. Over the years, this has fed an im‐
pressive database with content viol‐
ations, fraud warnings and risk
indicators.

Previously, only our own team had ac‐
cess to this kind of information. With
SiteHistory, we make this knowledge
available to you.

Enhance your on-boarding procedure
with valuable insights into past mer‐
chant behaviour.

SITEHISTORY

InvestiGate SiteHistory
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A CreditSafe report provides reliable
solvency information and as such,
greatly enhances the quality of your
investigation. You can order a
CreditSafe report directly through In‐
vestiGate.

The credit reports are provided by our
partner Creditsafe, the world's most-
used credit agency.

CREDITSAFE REPORT

A credit report might tell you if a mer‐
chant can be deemed solvent or not,
but it does not give you the whole
picture.

The Credit Risk Exposure Manager
significantly broadens the view on the
financial risks of on-boarding a mer‐
chant and helps you to effectively mit‐
igate them.

Taking the transaction volume and the
business model's individual risk profile
into consideration, it recommends suit‐
able collateral like a rolling reserve or
payment delays – to make sure you
still come out on top in case of an un‐
expected default.

CREDIT RISK EXPOSURE

InvestiGate CreditSafe

InvestiGate Monitoring

InvestiGate Basic

WHAT MERCHANTS
ARE HIDING*

Fraudsters and cybercriminals will use
every trick in the book to leave you in
the dark while endangering your
revenue and reputation.

Our state-of-the-art investigation tools
and reports reveal malicious actors,
and help you mitigate the risks that
matter.

of high-risk merchants
show strong indications
for deceptive marketing

of high-risk entities used
an virtual office service

to obfuscate their
location.

of high-risk entities
employed nominee

directors to mask
ownership.

To effectively manage risk, you first have to be aware of it.

8% 15% 22%

1:2
For every high-risk website submitted to us, we
reported on average two previously unknown URLs to
our client. In short: on average, acquirers only knew
one third of the websites they were processing.

*Based on all merchants and websites screened by Web Shield in 2016



MASTER THE METHODS
BEHIND OUR SOLUTIONS
Knowledge not shared is knowledge lost. Web Shield
Academy is the training from risk professionals for risk
professionals.

Growing pressure from regulators, in‐
tense press coverage of scandals and
the constant evolution of legal
frameworks have brought the topic of
risk management, compliance and
fraud prevention to the top of man‐
agement's agenda.

An Academy course will give you the
know-how for implementing meaning‐
ful due diligence measures over a
broad range of different industries.

You will learn how to identify beneficial
owners and untangle complex
organisational structures.

Above and beyond these funda‐
mentals, our lecturers will open the
digital forensics tool-kit for you: In the
many hands-on case studies, you will
learn to conduct effective open-source
intelligence gathering and come to
your own conclusions about who you
are dealing with: legitimate business or
sophisticated fraudster?

BECOME A CERTIFIED
HIGH-RISK UNDERWRITER!

Web Shield
Rosa-Luxemburg-Straße 27
04103 Leipzig
Germany

Phone: +49 341 96 28 83 76
Email: compliance@webshield.comwebshield.com


